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Dear Fellow Equestrians,

What a whirlwind we all just 
experienced in 2021, and what an 

encouragement it was to see the 
equestrian industry flourish in every 
way! Thankfully, 2022 is tracking 

in the same positive direction. In 
conversations with retailers, riders, 

trainers, and show managers, there is a sense of the old adage, 
“Let’s make hay while the sun is shining!”
 
We want to thank our vendor partners: Amerigo, E.A. Mattes, 
Equilibrium Products, and Vespucci for so many years of 
producing and delivering the high quality, technical products 
riders trust to use for their horses. We are also grateful for our 
newer vendor partners, Sergio Grasso, and Alogo Analysis, SA.
 
In the following pages, you will find wonderful new products 
from Alogo, Equilibrium Products, and Sergio Grasso (a 
new catalog with the complete Sergio line will be sent out 
separately), in addition to the tried and true products that are 
timeless due to their performance over many years. 
 
We thank you, as always, for your trust in our products and 
service.
 
Let’s go and make some hay!
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SRP $4,100.00  •  Item #51951-  •  Q0127000022
Material: Printed Leather   •  Color: BR, OB; NM & BK by special order

Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW   •  Seat: 16”, 17”, 18”
Flap Length: Normal is stocked. Short, Long, Extra Long, and Forward available by special order.

Amerigo Vega Jump

SRP $4,500.00  •  Item #51952-  •  Q0130000022
Material: Calfskin  •  Color: BR, OB; NM & BK by special order only

Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW  •  Seat: 16”, 17”, 18” 
Flap Length: Normal, Short, Long, Extra Long and Forward

Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Dual-flap saddle. 
All available by special order only.

Amerigo Vega
Special Jump

 SRP $4,500.00  •  Item #51971-  A  •  Q0130000022
Material: Calfskin  •  Color: BR, OB; NM & BK
 Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW   •  Seat: 16”, 17”, 18”     

Flap Length: Normal is stocked. 
Short, Long, Extra Long available by special order. 

Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Monoflap saddle. 

Amerigo Vega 
Monoflap Jump Saddle

Newmarket Brown Oakbark Black

 The Amerigo Vega Jump, a beautifully made 
and very versatile saddle is designed to put the rider in the correct balance and position on top of the movement, rather than behind it. 

Featuring anatomically designed knee and thigh blocks that are supportive, but do not hinder your movement in the saddle. 

Narrow, Wide, and Extra Wide trees available by special order.
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Proven performance worldwide, year after year, Amerigo Vega saddles are a favorite in the dressage arena, on cross country, and show 
jumping for one main reason:  they work!  Providing correct balance for the rider, and excellent fit for the horse that complements the 
natural dynamic of the horse in motion; Vega saddles are the saddle of choice for discerning riders.  Designed with independent Swiss 

style wool flocked panels, beautiful Italian leather, precision craftsmanship, and an array of fitting options.

SRP $5,100.00 •  Item #51831  •  Q0134500022
Material: Calfskin   •  Color: BK 
Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW  •  Seat: 16”, 17”, 17.5”, 18” 
Note: 17.5” & 18” are stocked sizes.
The Vega Dressage Deluxe is designed with a traditional covered block, rather than an 
exterior block on the outside of the flap.  Beautiful Italian calfskin provides extra grip.

Vega Dressage 
Deluxe Special

***Amerigo saddles and strap goods are vegetable tanned, NOT dyed. We recommend the use of Amerigo leather care products (Page 13) and avoiding products with alcohol.

Narrow, Wide, and Extra Wide trees available by special order.

Amerigo Custom Colors
•  Add a fashion twist to your saddle design with a colored edging between the seat and the panels 
and/or discreet color accents on the stirrup leather keeper.
•  Our palette of colors offers 13 different shades that go from the exclusive silver and gold, to the soft 
pastels and bright nuances.
•  Colored edging between the seat and panels is $75, colored stirrup leather keeper is $45.
•  Delivery for custom saddles is 10-12 weeks, please contact us for more information.
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SRP $4,750.00  •  Item #51871-  A  •  Q0132000022
Material: Calfskin  •  Color: BK

Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW   •  Seat: 16”, 17”, 17.5”, 18”
Note: 17.5” & 18” are stocked sizes.

Flap Length: Normal is stocked. Short, Long, Extra Long, and Forward available by special order.
Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Monoflap saddle. 

All available by special order only.

Amerigo Vega 
Monoflap Dressage

SRP $4,900.00  •  Item #51892-  A  •  Q0133000022
Material: Calfskin  •  Color: BK

Tree: (Same tree as Vega Dressage) N, M, MW, W, XW   •  Seat: 16”, 17”, 17.5”, 18”
Note: 17.5” & 18” are stocked sizes.

Flap Length: Normal is stocked. Short, Long, and Extra Long available by special order.
Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Available in a dual-flap or monoflap option. 

All available by special order only.

Amerigo Vega
Siena Special Dressage

The ‘Siena’ features a special ergonomic flap designed by Peter Menet, which provides a great option for riders. The integrated soft calfskin covered 
exterior kneeroll is designed to ensure support while also allowing for a relaxed, free and efficient leg position. The Siena flap offers flexibility for the 

rider’s leg length, and is also suitable for the longer legged riders, and riders that prefer to ride with more angle in their hip and knee.

The Vega Dressage is an extremely comfortable and accommodating saddle.  This saddle offers a well balanced and moderately deep seat 
that encourages proper positioning of the seat and leg. Anatomically shaped blocks follow the angle of the thigh.  The unique V-Billet system 

is designed with a sliding attachment to allow proper position of the girth for the comfort of the horse.

Great for professionals and amateurs alike
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Strap Goods and Accessories

Peter Menet created and designed Amerigo Strap Goods with his philosophy of using the natural biomechanics of the horse to 
create accessories that help optimize the horse’s true potential.  Amerigo Accessories are made from the finest materials and 
are technically designed to provide the highest level of quality, durability, comfort, and performance available for the horse.  

Billy Twomey © Stefano Secchi

Custom 
Combination 
Breastplate 

SRP $160.00  •  Item #890705  •  Q01980022  •  One Size  •  Color: BK, BR, OB
This intelligently designed bib was made with the Custom Combination Breastplate 
in mind, but can be used with a variety of breastplates.  Features an elastic inset that 

provides greater rein control, allowing each rein to function independently.

Martingale Bib 

Amerigo Leather Colors
NewmarketBrown Oakbark Black

SRP $395.00  •  Item #890605  •  Q012480022
Sizes: C, H  •  Color: BK, BR, OB 

This uniquely designed breastplate features an elastic strap 
configuration that attaches to the girth and up to the D-rings and 

applies a gentle pressure that influences the elevation of the withers 
and rounding of the neck, assisting in half halts and jumping. Comes 

with running attachment.
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SRP $300.00  •  Item #890500  
Q011950022  •  Size: H  •  Color: BK, BR, OB

A versatile breastplate featuring elastic inserts for freedom of 
movement. Buckle adjustments at the shoulder and girth. D-ring 

attachment snaps for easy on/off.  Running attachment is adjustable.

Custom Breastplate
with Running Attachment

Daniel Deusser

SRP $350.00  •  Item #813341  •  Q012360022
Size: 24’’-32’’ •  Color BK, BR, OB

Oakbark available by special order only.

GH27

Special Short Girth 
with Elastic Insets

SRP $475.00  •  Item #813486  •  Q013000022  •  Size: 24’’-32’’  •  Color BK, BR, OB
Oakbark available by special order only.

Designed to direct pressure to the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure than the rib cage. The shape and innovative 
use of the materials protects and alleviates the elbow area from rubs.

GH23

Protector Short Girth with Vibram®

Amerigo Short Girths

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.
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Amerigo Jump Girths

SRP $485.00  •  Item #813487  •  Q013300022  •  Size: 50”-56”  •  Color BK, BR, OB
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

Designed to direct pressure to the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure than the rib cage. The shape and innovative use of 
the materials protects and alleviates the elbow area from rubs.

SRP $325.00  •  Item #813641  •  Q012000022  •  Size: 50’’-56’’  •  Color BK, BR, OB
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

GH25

GH02

Special Jump Girth with Elastic Insets 

Protector Jump Girth with Vibram®

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.

SRP $325.00  •  Item #813643  •  Q012000022  •  Size: 50’’-56’’ •  Color BK, BR, OB, NM
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

GH22

Special Jump girth With Elastic Insets 
And Elastic On Both Ends
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Amerigo Jump Girths

SRP $460.00  •  Item #813485  •  Q012800022  •  Size: 24’’-32’’ • Color BK, BR, OB
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

SRP $475.00  •  Item #813484  •  Q013000022  •  Size: 24’’-32”  •  Color BK, BR, OB
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

GH20

GH05

Stud Protector 
Event Girth 

with Leather

Stud Protector 
Event Girth 
with Vibram®

SRP $510.00  •  Item #813342  •  Q014100022  •  Size: 50’’-54’’  •  Color: BR
48” & 56” available by special order only.

Stud Girth made from hardwearing printed leather with a soft calfskin lining and elastic on both ends for a centralized positioning.

GH29

Professional Stud Protector Girth  
with Clip

Amerigo Stud Protector Girths

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its 
flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.
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SRP $575.00  •  Item #813684  •  Q013750022  •  Size: 50’’-56’’  •  Color BK, BR, OB
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

The Amerigo Stud girth features the unique combination of high quality calfskin and rubber. 
The soft calfskin leather and elastic on the sides fit easily to the horse and do not cause any 

interference in the sensitive elbow area which can hinder the horse’s movement. The three-fold 
elastic on both ends allows for a centralized fitting.

SRP $600.00  •  Item #813488  •  Q014250022  •  Size: 50’’-56’’  •  Color BK, BR, OB
Black and Oakbark available by special order only.

A revolutionary protector stud girth. The pressure from the girth is directed on the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure, and the special shape and innovative  
use of materials protects the delicate area around the elbow. This girth plays an important role in optimizing the equipment used for improved performance. 

GH26

GH19

Anatomic Stud Protector
Girth with Vibram®   

Protector Stud
Girth with Vibram®   

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its 
flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its 
flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.

Aaron Vale
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Soft Balm: SRP $39.00  •  Q01240022  •  Item #510531  •  500ml
For regular maintenance. Helps to protect the leather from the elements,  

and provides a comfortable grip for the rider.

Soft Oil: SRP $38.00  •  Q01230022  •  Item #510532  •  500ml
We recommend an application of oil before initial use. Regular application of the oil

(every 8-12 weeks) will help to maintain the suppleness of the leather.

Soft Clean: SRP $28.00  •  Q01175022  •  Item #510533  •  500ml
Non-soapy cleaner which removes dirt and sweat from the leather without drying it out.

Soft Care: SRP $44.00  •  Q01270022  •  Item #510534  •  500ml
A detergent complete with moisturising formula. Ideal for daily use.

SRP $198.00  •  Item #811250  •  Q011300022
Sizes: 48’’- 68’’  •  Colors: BK, BR, OB, NM

Durable nylon lined Italian-made stirrup leathers covered in calfskin with 
matching stitching.  Half hole spacing allows for precise, easy adjustment.

Oakbark color is Special Order Only.

SRP $285.00  •  Item #510522  •  Q011760022  •  Silver, Gold and Black

Amerigo Stirrup Irons are made from aluminium and the special design of the surface 
holes creates a self-cleaning tread, as well as excellent grip for all types of boots. 

Furthermore, the 30° inclination of the hole through which the stirrup leathers are 
threaded allows the stirrups themselves to be constantly in the correct position, therefore 
enhancing the grip further on the riders boot. Available in black, silver, or gold with black 
tread, the Amerigo stirrup iron combines hi-tech qualities and comfort, in keeping with 

Amerigo’s philosophy aimed at innovation and attention to detail for both horse and rider.

***Amerigo saddles and strap goods are vegetable tanned, NOT dyed. We recommend the use of Amerigo leather care products and avoiding products with alcohol.

Amerigo Strap Goods and Leather Care

Stirrup Irons

Stirrup Leathers 

Amerigo Leather Care

ST01AME

STAF11
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The most accurate technology ever 
implemented in an equine sensor.

SRP $1,499.00  •  Item #100100-MP  •  Q0110250022
An innovative sensor, easy to use and lightweight, 
that allows you to significantly improve your horse 
performances. The ability to visualize the real jump 
trajectory, to identify the optimal parameters and to 
prevent injuries by analyzing the smallest variations. 
All data available on your smartphone, tablet, or 
laptop.

Amerigo is dedicated to performance. The Alogo Move 
Pro sensor succinctly presents all relevant data to 
compliment your training program.

Technology
Precise and useful data.
Specially created and developed by a team of Swiss 
riders and engineers, the Move Pro gives you the most 
precise data on equine gaits available today. Thanks to 
a top-notch technology, also used in the aeronautics 
industry, the Move Pro provides a unique in-depth 
analysis of the horse’s movement, like the real 3D 
trajectory.

Functionalities
Always further.
With an adapted training based on precious 
information provided by Move Pro, your horse will 
reach new levels of performance. Whatever your 
level, information such as the length and height of 
the strides and obstacles, as well as the incredibly 
accurate GPS tracking, will allow you to customize 
your training in order to reach your goals quicker and 
more efficiently.
Reliable data with unmatched precision.

Package
Move Pro Sensor
Girth attachment in Kevlar
USB wire
AC adapter
Documentation

Move Pro

SWI SS TECHNOL OGY

TM
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An innovative sensor, easy to use and lightweight, that allows you to significantly improve your horse’s performance. 
Now you have the ability to visualize the actual jump trajectory, to identify the optimal parameters and to prevent 

injuries by analyzing the smallest variations. All data is available on your smartphone, tablet or laptop.

Move Pro

SWI SS TECHNOL OGY

TM
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Technology
Precise and useful data.
Specially created and developed by a team of Swiss riders and engineers, the Move Pro gives 
you the most precise data on equine gaits available today. Thanks to a top-notch technology, 
also used in the aeronautics industry, the Move Pro provides a unique in-depth analysis of the 
horse’s movement, like the real 3D trajectory.

Functionalities
Always further.
With an adapted training based on precious information provided by Move Pro, your horse 
will reach new levels of performance. Whatever your level, information such as the length and 
height of the strides and obstacles, as well as the incredibly accurate GPS tracking, will allow 
you to customize your training in order to reach your goals quicker and more efficiently.
Reliable data with unmatched precision.

The Move Pro analyzes with extreme precision the displacement of your horse in a 3D 
environment. It detects your lateral balance – are you balanced? Straightness – is your horse 
in axis? It also detects cadence, speed and the intensity of the session.

Accessibility
An ingenious system that works in harmony with the horse.
The Move Pro attaches and detaches easily from the girth. Either with our robust leather 
attachment included in the pack.

Quick start – only one button.
Start your session quickly without the need of your smartphone by simply pressing the unique 
button on the Move Pro sensor.

A simplified or detailed display
Whether you are a leisure rider, an amateur rider, or a professional, choose the display mode 
that best suits your specific needs.

Universal
Perfectly optimized for the main equine disciplines.

Jumping
In competition or in training, analyze your ride in every detail.

Dressage
Analyze unique parameters, such as: amplitude, straightness, and GPS path of your movement 
or course.

Gymnastics
Follow your horse’s locomotion evolution.

Cross-Country
Optimize the effort of your horse with data such as: speed, GPS path, distance and intensity.

Leisure
Follow your path at the three gaits and keep an eye on your horse’s locomotion.
Automated detection of injuries and locomotion irregularities.

Thanks to the unique data collected and the accuracy of the Move Pro, our revolutionary 
algorithm will warn you when an irregularity in your horse’s locomotion occurs.

Ecosystem
Browse your sessions on the device you want.
By using our centralized platform, you can visualize your data on any media, smartphone, 
tablet or computer.

Team working
Our platform promotes teamwork by sharing your data with professionals you choose, such as 
your trainer, saddler or vet.

Characteristics

Package
Move Pro Sensor
Girth attachment in Kevlar
USB wire
AC adapter
Documentation

Chip
HD Inertial unit
HD GPS

Resistance
Shock repellent, sand and dustproof, splash proof.

Connectivity
Wireless Bluetooth Low Energy technology – BTLE 4.2 (5.0 ready)
USB micro type B

Size & Weight
Length: 11,5 cm or 4,33 inches (max)
Height: 2,5 cm or 0.78 inches (max)
Width: 5,8 cm or 1,96 inches (max)
Weight: 127 gr or 4.47 oz (less than a smartphone)

Battery & Charge
In use: Up to 14 hours
Rechargeable Li-po battery integrated
Charging over USB on computer or with AC adapter.

Memory & Recording
10 hours of continuing recording in the building memory.
Start, pause or stop recording your session with the unique button on the sensor. These actions 
can also be done through the mobile app.

Use
Indoor and Outdoor
Currently, the GPS path is only available outdoor under certain conditions due to the reliance 
on, and limitations of the GPS technology.

Required configuration
Alogo ID
Internet access
A smartphone or a Mac/PC for the synchronization and backup of your data.

Languages
Supported languages: English, German and French.
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If you are looking for a bridle with innovative design that puts the horse’s comfort and performance first, look no further!  
Following an exhaustive study of equine anatomy more than two decades ago, Peter Menet learned where a horse is 

susceptible to facial pain and injury, inspiring him to literally reinvent the bridle. Vespucci’s proven design incorporates the 
biomechanics of a horse in motion, pressure points on the horse’s head, and the best way to communicate between rider 
and horse.  All Vespucci Bridles offer a signature padded Single Crownpiece, padded nose and browband, and adjustable 

padded protection under the jaw. With Vespucci, your bridle is more than a tool.  It is an Instrument of Performance.

Dressage Series

SRP $324.00  •  Item #810420H  •  Q011620022
Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BK

The double raised design on the noseband and browband offers a 
distinctively attractive look on any horse, making it our best seller!  

Reins sold separately.
•  5/8” cheeks  •  1 1/2” crank noseband  •  7/8” browband

Double Raised 
Snaffle Bridle

SRP $525.00 •  Item #810418H  • Q012580022  
Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BK

The double bridle of choice for professional and amateur riders.  Features elegant double raising. 
Includes leather reins with stops and European-style curb reins.

•  5/8” cheeks  •  1 1/2”  crank noseband  •  7/8” browband

Double Raised 
Weymouth Bridle

Sharon White
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SRP $284.00  •  Item #810421H  •  Q011420022
Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BK

Plain Raised Dressage Bridle without a flash for horses that prefer less influence from the tack.
• 5/8” cheeks  •  1” noseband  •  7/8” browband  •  Reins sold separately.

Classic Dressage Bridle

SRP $280.00  •  Item #810416H  •  Q011400022
Size: C, H  •  Colors: BK

A classical look  for every horse.  
•  5/8” cheeks  • 1” noseband  •  7/8” browband  •  Reins sold separately.

Plain Raised 
Dressage Bridle

SRP $305.00  •  Item #810423  •  Q011520022
Sizes: H  •  Colors: BK

A favorite featuring a broader noseband for a popular look in the ring.   
•  5/8” cheeks  •  7/8” browband  •  1 1/2” noseband  •  Reins sold separately.

Traditional Dressage 
Snaffle Bridle

SRP $375.00  •  Item #710426-  •  Q011850022   
Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BK 

Includes Swarovski Crystal Browband  •  Reins sold separately.
•  5/8” cheeks  •  1 1/2” crank noseband

Veritas Raised 
Dressage Snaffle 

Bridle
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SRP $308.00  •  Item #810473  •  Q011540022 
Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BR, OB

Beautiful and functional, you will love all the features of this 
Fancy Raised Figure-8 Bridle.  Unique design with a comfortable 

padded leather figure-8 stabilizer to disperse pressure.  
•  5/8” cheeks  •  3/4” browband
Reins sold separately.

Square Raised Figure-8 Bridle

Fancy Raised 
Figure-8 Bridle

SRP $308.00  •  Item #810474  •  Q011540022
Sizes: C, H   •  Colors: BK, BR

Elegant square raising adds beauty to the function of 
this unique bridle.  Features a padded leather figure-8 

stabilizer that disperses pressure.  
•  5/8” cheeks  •  3/4” browband
Reins sold separately.

SRP $288.00  •  Item #810454  •  Q011440022
Size: C, H  •  Colors: BR

Fancy stitching on the noseband and browband 
gives this bridle an elegant look.  

•  5/8” cheeks  •  3/4” browband  •  1” noseband 
Reins sold separately.

SRP $284.00  •  Item #810455  •  Q011420022
Size: C, H  •  Color: BR

The plain raising on this bridle is understated and elegant.  
•  5/8” cheeks  •  3/4” browband  •  1” noseband

Reins sold separately.

Square Raised 
Figure-8 Bridle

Fancy Raised 
Jump Bridle

Plain Raised 
Jump Bridle

Grand Prix rider, Aaron Vale, using a 
Vespucci Figure-8 Bridle

Vespucci European Competition Series
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SRP $440.00  •  Item #810434  •  Q012200022
Size: C, H  •  Color: BR, OB

A classical look for the show ring with features for high performance 
and elegant white fancy raised stitching.  

•  1/2” cheeks and stainless steel hardware  •  3/4” browband
 •  1” noseband

Includes matching laced reins.

Fancy Raised 
Hunter Bridle

SRP $420.00  •  Item #810435 • Q012100022  
Size: C, H  •  Color: BR

Plain raising with white stitching gives this bridle a  
refined look perfect for the hunter ring.

•  1/2” cheeks and stainless steel hardware
•  3/4” browband  •  1” noseband

 •  Includes matching laced reins.

Plain Raised 
Hunter Bridle

Vespucci Fancy Raised Hunter Bridle

Vespucci Hunter Series

SRP $520.00  •  Item #710434  •  Q012580022
Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BR 

Luxuriously padded single crownpiece, beautiful fancy stitched noseband,  
square raised but flatter and broader than normal for an elegant look.

Includes matching laced reins.
•  1/2” cheeks  •  1 1/16” noseband

Veritas Fancy 
Raised Hunter 

Bridle
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SRP $336.00  •  Item #810531 •  Q011680022
Size: H  •  Color: BK, BR, OB

Allows the horse complete freedom of movement and ultimate comfort. Innovative padded “U” shaped yoke at 
the chest distributes pressure evenly. Maximum range of motion is ensured by elastic inserts at the shoulders 

and fully adjustable shoulder and chest pieces. Detachable running attachment with elastic inserts on the forks.

(not pictured)
SRP $84.00  •  Item #810532  •  Q01420022

Size: H  •  Color: BR, OB
Replacement running attachment to be used with the Vespucci Breastplate. 

Buckle fastener allows for easy attachment and adjustment.

Breastplate with 
Running Martingale 

Attachment

Breastplate Running Martingale 
Attachment Replacement

Fancy SRP $ 238.00  •  Item#810962  •  Q011180022
Sizes: C (BR), H (BR, OB)

Plain SRP $216.00  •  Item#810964  •  Q011080022
Size: H  •  Color: BR

Designed to pair with Vespucci Hunter Bridles. Available 
in fancy raised and plain raised. Fully adjustable around 

the neck and at the girth for the best fit possible.

SRP $224.00  •  Item #810924  •  Q011120022 
Size: H  •  Color: BR

A perfect compliment to the Vespucci European 
Competition Series Bridles.  Fully adjustable around the 

neck and at the girth for the best possible fit.

Standing 
Martingale

Running 
Martingale

Vespucci Strap Goods
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Made with trademark class and quality, there is a pair of Vespucci reins to suit any need and complement any of 
our bridles! Vespucci reins are beautifully made and sturdy to ensure years of excellent performance.

Vespucci Reins

Fancy Raised Laced Reins Leather Reins w/Grips and Hook Studs

SRP $188.00  •  Item #810021  •  Q01940022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BR, OB

SRP $156.00  •  Item #811142  •  Q01780022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BK

Hunter Curb Reins Plain Raised Laced Reins Eventing Reins with Buckles

Dressage Curb Reins with Hook Studs Rubber Reins with Buckles Rubber Reins with Hook Studs

Edwina Jumper Reins 
with Buckles

Edwina Jumper Reins 
with Hook Studs

SRP $176.00  •  Item #811144  •  Q01880022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BR

SRP $152.00  •  Item #811181  •  Q01760022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BK, BR, OB

SRP $152.00  •  Item #811182  •  Q01760022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BK

SRP $182.00  •  Item #811183  •  Q01910022
Sizes: 51”  •  Colors: BK, BR

SRP $182.00  •  Item #811185  •  Q01910022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BK, BR

SRP $182.00  •  Item #811184  •  Q01910022
Sizes: 51”  •  Colors: BR

SRP $182.00  •  Item #811186  •  Q01910022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BK, BR

SRP $160.00  •  Item #811146  •  Q01800022
Sizes: 60”  •  Colors: BR

SRP $124.00  •  Item #811143  •  Q01620022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BR

SRP $124.00  •  Item #811149  •  Q01620022
Sizes: 54”  •  Colors: BK

Rubber Reins with Stops 
and Buckles

Rubber Reins with Stops 
and Hookstuds
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SRP $158.00  •  Item #810033 
Q01790022  •  Sizes: C, H  •  Colors: BK

This crank noseband will pair with any Vespucci Dressage Bridle.

Plain Raised 
Noseband with Crank

Vespucci Nosebands And Halters

SRP $220.00  •  Item #815041 •  Q011100022
Colors: BK  •  Size: C, H 
Bold and unique double raised halter with full padding and brass fittings. 
Buckles on the noseband and at both sides of the crown piece. Clip on one side.

SRP $174.00   •  Item #815043  •  Q01870022
Colors: BR  •   Size: C, H 

Beautiful fancy raised halter with white stitching and brass fittings. Fully adjustable 
and padded at noseband and crownpiece. Clip on one side. 

Double Raised 
Leather Halter

Fancy Stitched 
Leather Halter
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If you’re riding in Vespucci Bridles you are used to the best... the best in fit, comfort, and quality.  
Complement your favorite Vespucci Bridle with Vespucci Browbands.

SRP $124.00  •  Item #710001  •  Q01620022  •  Size: C, H  •  Color: BK    
Shaped with round Swarovski crystals.

Veritas Contoured 
Swarovski Crystals

SRP $198.00  •  Item #810209  •  Q01990022  •  Size: H  •  Color: BK
Padded with a pattern that combines round petite and medium square Swarovski Crystals. 

Queen Swarovski Crystals

SRP $94.00  •  Item #810205  •  Q01470022  •  Size: C, H  •  Color: BK
Padded with two strands of Petite Pearls.

Petite Double Pearl

SRP $66.00  •  Item #810204  •  Q01330022  •  Size: C, H  •  Color: BK, BR  
Padded silver clincher.

Silver Clincher

SRP $66.00  •  Item #810203  •  Q01330022  •  Size: C, H  •  Color: BR, OB  
Padded brass clincher.

Brass Clincher

Vespucci Browbands
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MattesE.A. 
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Quality - E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Pads are made with only the finest quality  
sheepskin and a one-at-a-time mentality that ensures  product quality.  

Pads are handmade from start to finish with attention to detail that is unparalleled.  
Each hide is thoroughly inspected, hand picked for quality, and made with full hides 

to ensure no seams contact the horse’s back.

Design - The anatomically correct topline design of Mattes Sheepskin Pads follows 
the contours of the horse’s back and allows for a perfect fit under the saddle.   

The patented SPINE FREE® Design ensures the spine is not in contact with any 
seams, fabric, or tension which eliminates the risk of rubs and pressure on the  

sensitive area of the back around the spine.

Function - Sheepskin has long been known for its amazing natural properties  
including heat dissemination, breathability, and the ability to  

eliminate friction and bounce.  This cannot be imitated by wool pile,  
artificial fiber product, or foam.

Correction -The Mattes CORRECTION®-SYSTEM was rated the #1  
therapeutic pad on the equine market by the Horse Journal.  The Mattes  

CORRECTION®-SYSTEM helps maintain balance and straightness for horses that 
change form through a season or have asymmetries.  POLY-FLEX® Shims are  
resilient, do not bottom out like foam or other materials, and allow 

incremental adjustments to be made easily.  The shims are 5mm thick, designed to be 
layered, and are easily trimmed with scissors to taper the ends and create a  

pressure free fit if multiple shims are necessary.

Care Instructions - Wash with MELP, a detergent that includes  
regreasing properties to keep sheepskin in top condition.  Regular detergents can dry 
the sheepskin and lessen the quality of the pad.  Hand or machine wash in cold water 

on the gentle setting. Gently pull into shape. Lay flat to dry.  
Do not expose to sun or dry with heat. 

DO NOT USE CHLORINE BLEACH. 
* In order to maintain your satisfaction guarantee warranty for Mattes products,  

MELP must be used when washing.

How to Order Your Mattes Couture Pad

***All Mattes items are available in custom colors,  please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

Mattes Pads are known worldwide for their quality and design innovations. Following this tradition of excellence, Mattes is proud to present 
the E.A. Mattes Couture Collection: a combination of quilt, sheepskin, binding, and piping colors that allow you to design a truely unique pad.

MattesE.A. 

Step 1. ChooSe the Style of MatteS: 
654789 Dressage euro-Fit PaD with Bare FlaPs anD rear trim 

Step 2. ChooSe a Quilt Color: Quilt sheen teal (58)

Step 3. ChooSe a SheepSkin Color: aQuamarine (78)

Step 4. ChooSe a Binding Color: teal (158)

Step 5. ChooSe Color(S) for 1, 2 or 3 rowS of piping: 
inDigo (46) anD teal (37)

(Not available on half pads)
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E.A. Mattes 
Quilt and 
Sheepskin 
Options

E.A. Mattes Couture Collection Colors

Note for Mattes Gold: 
Colors are only for  
Front & Rear Trim.  

Panels cannot be dyed 
and are natural. 

Sheepskin Options

30 White

75 Linen

65 Platinum

46 Honey

28 Natural

39 Sand

70 Whiskey

27 Cognac

64 Brown Sugar

23 Brown

47 Taupe

79  Burnt Oak

25 Dove Grey

71 Slate

34 Graphite

22 Black

Sheepskin Options

26 Pink

33 Red

66 Coral

24 Burgundy

74 Mint

31 Green

73 Olive

76  Savanna

77 Khaki

29  Light Blue

41 Ocean Blue

78  Aquamarine

32 Blue

67 Royal Blue

21 Navy

44 Plum

45 Blackberry

01 White

48 Silver

11 Champagne

98 Curry

35 Walnut

99 Safari

08 Sand

69 Chocolate

59 Taupe

03 Brown

06 Dove Grey

97 Titan

13 Graphite

02 Black

Quilt Options

Quilt Sheen

Same Color  
Numbers/Options  

as Quilt Colors

Quilt Options

63 Cherry

94 Fuchsia

96 Orchid

33 Orange

92 Apple Green

07 Green

68 Emerald

58 Teal

14 Olive

38 Khaki

09 Light Blue

37 Royal Blue

18 Turquoise

90 Ocean Blue

05 Blue

15 Navy

52 Purple

04 Burgundy

60 Blackberry

70 Cornet Blue

71 Metal

72 Stucco

73 Blush Pink

95 Racing Green
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Swatches of Quilt, Sheepskin, Binding & 
Piping are Available

$75.00
Complete set: (Quilt, Sheepskin, Binding, and Piping options)  

Item number: 630001-COMPLETE SET Q01750022

E.A. Mattes Binding and Piping Options

E.A. Mattes Couture Collection Colors

Piping Options

01 White

02 Pearl

03 Champagne

22 Taupe

47 Auburn

23 Brown

32 Steel

48 Titanium

24 Graphite

25 Black

11 Silver

Piping Options

04 Apricot

06 Pink

42 Rose

43 Antique Pink

08 Red

44 Raspberry

10 Burgundy

33 Salmon

07 Terra

39 Cinnamon

21 Bronze

20 Gold

31 Maize

34 Lime Green

49 Gecko

18 Green

19 Hunter Green

17 Olive

45 Ice Blue

13 Royal Blue

37 Teal

14 Blue

46 Indigo

40 Aqua

15 Navy

35 Lilac

38 Periwinkle

41 Violet

16 Aubergine

36 Blackberry

Binding Options

110 Pink

163 Cherry

162 Raspberry

194 Fuchsia

104 Burgundy

133 Orange

117  Terra

143 Gold

166 Lemon

149 Yellow

154 Lime Green

192 Apple Green

116 Mint

193 Gecko

155 Grass Green

107 Green

168 Emerald

158 Teal

114 Olive

138 Khaki

109  Light Blue

137 Royal

118 Turquoise

190 Ice Blue

105 Blue

115 Navy

153 Lilac

119  Lavender

152 Violet

160 Blackberry

Top Tape (Spine)  
Options

White
Black
Red

Champagne
Brown

(match corresponding Quilt colors)

Velcro Options

White
Black
Grey
Silver

Cherry
Burgundy

Pink
Yellow

Champagne
Green

Navy
Light Blue
Blackberry

Brown
Taupe
Olive

Royal Blue
Chocolate

Beige
Orange

(match corresponding Quilt colors)

Binding Options

101 White

191 Vanilla

148 Silver

111 Champagne

198 Curry

135 Walnut

142 Beige

108 Sand

169 Chocolate

159 Taupe

103 Brown

106 Grey

157 Slate

151 Silver Taupe

197 Titan

132 Dark Grey

113 Graphite

102 Black

**Each piping is an additional SRP $22.00.
Q01110022

170 Cornet Blue

173 Blush Pink

50 Azalea

Silver Reflective Binding

#120

171 Metal

174 Water Blue

175 Pale Jade

177 York Yellow

178 Blue Moon

198 Racing Green
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Hand crocheted from the finest Egyptian cotton, you will find that only our Mattes bonnets will do as the perfect complement to your 
pads, girths, and boots. Whether sporting your farm colors in the schooling ring or going clear in a jump-off, the comfort, quality, and 

excellent fit of the Mattes bonnets are sure to please equestrians with even the most discerning taste. 

E.A. Mattes Couture Ear Bonnets

SRP $108.00 • Q01580022 • Item # 753000 
Sizes: C, H, O • Colors: All custom colors are available.

Net and ear options are the same as the quilt colors (see pages 28-29)
Available with or without fabric patch for logo on the net.

Sound Proof Bonnet
SRP $132.00 • Q011660022 • Item # 752300 

Sizes: C, H, O • Colors: All custom colors are available, 
EA Mattes now offers a Sound Proof Bonnet with a poly-flex lining in the ears that reduce noise.  

All options are the same as the original. Available with or without fabric patch for logo on the net.

Couture Ear Bonnet

Piping Options
Each piping is an additional SRP $6.00

Q0130022
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Designed by Peter Mattes, these velvet pads are the finest in a long line of products. Created as all Mattes pads with the horse in mind, as well as with the luxurious 
feel and rich colors sure to attract the most fashion-forward equestrians. The velvet pads have the same shape and quality that one has come to expect from the 

Mattes line, but are slightly thicker and the diamond in the quilting is a bit larger to accommodate the denser fabric. These pads are customizable and can be made 
with all the Mattes Couture sheepskin, binding, and piping options. (see pages 28-29) 

Available in PAD STYLES:  Half pads with sheepskin; Eurofit and Square pads, with or without sheepskin 
Velvet pads are currently available in SEVEN COLORS see options below.

Any of the ten Velvet Couture Collection pads are available by special order. Design your personalized Velvet pad with any of the sheepskin, 
binding, and piping options listed on page 28 and 29.

Blue Moon
78

Cinammon
86

York Yellow
77

Misty Rose
76

Pale Jade
75

Lilac
53

Cornet Blue
70

Water Blue
74

Black
82

Brown
83

Navy
85

Hunter  Green
87

Silver
88

Slate
79

Burgundy
84

Sand
08

Item # Description Code SRP
DR:654871V-         AP:651871V- Half Pad w/ Sheepskin Q011380022 $275.00
DR:654877V-         AP:651877V- Half Pad w/ Rear Trim Q011550022 $315.00
DR:654576V-         AP:651576V- Correction Half Pad w/ Sheepskin Q011880022 $370.00
DR:654577V-         AP:651577V- Correction Half Pad w/ Rear Trim Q012040022 $394.00

Item # Description Code SRP
DR:655179V-         AP:652179V- Square Pad w/ Sheepskin Q011700022 $340.00
DR:655187V-         AP:652187V- Square Pad w/ Rear Trim Q011860022 $366.00
DR:654676V-         AP:651676V- Square Correction w/ Sheepskin Q012190022 $424.00
DR:655150V-         AP:652150V- Square Pad (velvet only) Q01620022 $124.00

Item # Description Code SRP
DR:654779V-         AP:651779V- Eurofit Pad w/ Sheepskin Q011700022 $340.00
DR:654789V-         AP:651789V- Eurofit Pad w/ Rear Trim Q011820022 $362.00
DR:654476V-         AP:651476V- Eurofit Correction w/ Sheepskin Q012190022 $424.00
DR:654750V-         AP:651750V- Eurofit Pad (velvet only) Q01620022 $124.00

***Pipings are an additional charge  
**Each piping is an additional SRP $16.00  •  Q0195021

E.A. Mattes Velvet Pad Collection

Velvet Eurofit Pads

Velvet Square Pads

Velvet Half Pads

(*sheepskin, binding and piping colors can still be paired with velvet pads, see page 28-29.) 
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Size *AP

SADDLE 

SIZES

*DR

SADDLE 

SIZES

LENGTH 

of 

TOP LINE

FLAP 
LENGTH 

A/P

FLAP

LENGTH 

DR

FLAP 

LENGTH 

JP

WIDTH 

OF REAR 

CUSHION

FLAP  

WIDTH 

A/P

FLAP 

WIDTH 

DR

FLAP

 WIDTH 

JP

S 16.5 16.5 18.5” 18.5” 19.75” 18.5” 7.0” 14” 13.75” 15.5”

M 17-17.5 17 21.25” 19.5” 21” 19” 7.5” 15” 14.5” 16.5”

L 18 17.5-18 23” 20.25” 22” 19.5” 7.5” 16.5 15.25” 18”

XL 18-18.5 18.5 24.5” 20.25” 22” 19.5” 8.5” 16.5” 15.25” 18”

E.A. Mattes Size Charts

How to Select The Correct Size Pad:

1. Measure the length of top line along the curvature of the top line. (A to B)
2. Measure the Flap length from the lowest point of the top line to the lowest point vertical. (C to D)

3. Measure the Width of rear cushion from the lowest point of panel to the top line. (E to F)
4. Measure the Flap width (Contoured Pads only) horizontally across the widest part of the flap. (G to H)
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E. A. Mattes GOLD pads are made from the same 
design and high quality materials as the  

sheepskin pads. Instead of full sheepskin panels, 
the GOLD  pads are made with high loft, dense, 

11/4” long wool on a fabric backing. The front and 
rear trim are sheepskin which allows the GOLD 
collection to enjoy all the colors of the Couture 

Collection (see pages 28-29).  

Should Couture Collection colors be desired, the 
sheepskin trim will be in the selected color while 

the panels (underside) will be a natural wool color. 
MELP is still recommended since the GOLD  

collection pads are still made partially  
with sheepskin. 

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 32

GOLD

Gold Half Pad
SRP $176.00 • Q01880022 • Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK

Dressage #354871, All Purpose #351871

Gold Correction Half Pad 
with Pockets for Shims
SRP $300.00 • Q011500022 • Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK

Dressage #354576, All Purpose #351576
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Gold Half Pad with Rear Trim
SRP $212.00 • Q011060022 • Sizes: S, M, L, XL  • Colors: WH, BK

Dressage #354877, All Purpose #351877

Gold Correction Half Pad with 
Rear Trim and Pockets for Shims

SRP $340.00 • Q011700022 • Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
Dressage #354577, All Purpose #351577

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

E.A. Mattes GOLD Wool Collection
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Gold Square Pad 
with Bare Flaps

SRP $212.00 • Q011060022  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #355179, AP #352179

Gold Square Pad with 
Bare Flaps 

& Rear Trim
SRP $250.00 • Q011250022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #355187, AP #352187

Gold Square Correction 
Pad with Pockets for 
Shims with Bare Flaps

SRP $336.00 • Q011680022 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #354676, AP #351676
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Gold EuroFit Pad 
with Bare Flaps

SRP $210.00 • Q011050022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #354779, AP #351779

Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare 
Flaps and Rear Trim 

SRP $250.00 • Q011250022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK

DR #354789, AP #351789

Gold EuroFit 
Correction Pad 

with Pockets for 
Shims with Bare Flaps

SRP $336.00 •  Q011680022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  • Colors: WH, BK

DR #354476, AP #351476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Contour Pad with 
Rear Trim and Bare Flaps

SRP $240.00  •  Q011200022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #354188,  AP #351188

Special Order OnlySpecial Order Only

Special Order OnlySpecial Order Only

E.A. Mattes GOLD Wool Collection

Contour Pad 
with Bare Flaps

SRP $200.00  •  Q011000022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK

DR #354179, AP #351179 

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 32
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Correction Half Pad with  
Pockets for Shims

SRP $356.00  •  Q011780022  •  Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
Dressage #654576, All Purpose #651576, Jump #656576

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Mattes Half Pads fit neatly under the saddle and can be used directly on the horse’s back or on top of 
a quilted pad that has a similar shaped top line, such as the Mattes Quilt Only Pads. 

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 32

* For Couture Collection see pages 28-29

Quilt Only Correction Half 
Pad with Pockets for Shims

SRP $186.00  •  Q01960022  •  Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
Dressage #654550, All Purpose #651550, Jump #656550

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

 #1 
by the 

Horse 

Journal

PLATIN
UM

E. A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin is the leader in sheepskin pads for quality, density, resilience, and 
purpose. Designed with no seams on the highest grade sheepskin available; E. A. Mattes Sheepskin 

Pads, simply put, are beyond comparison. A long time favorite among riders of all disciplines, Mattes 
are the go to pads in stables all over the world.

E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin Half Pads

Half Pad
SRP $256.00  •  Q011280022  •  Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
Dressage #654871, All Purpose #651871, Jump #656871

Half Pad with Rear Trim
SRP $284.00  •  Q011420022  •  Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
Dressage #654877, All Purpose #651877, Jump #656877

Correction Half Pad with Rear 
Trim and Pockets for Shims

SRP $375.00  •  Q011930022  •  Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
Dressage #654577, All Purpose #651577, Jump #656577

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
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Light Flannel 
Square Pad
SRP $100.00  •  Q01500022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR # 655032, AP # 652032

Only available in Black or White

Square Pad with Bare 
Flaps & Rear Trim

SRP $348.00  •  Q011740022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #655187, AP #652187, JP #657187

Square Pad with 
Bare Flaps

SRP $318.00  •  Q011580022 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #655179, AP #652179, JP #657179

Square Correction Pad 
with Pockets for Shims 

with Bare Flaps
SRP $400.00  •  Q012080022  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654676, AP #651676

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Square Quilt Only 
Correction Pad with 

Pockets for Shims
SRP $240.00  •  Q011200022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654650, AP #651650, JP #656650

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Square Quilt 
Only Pad

SRP $100.00  •  Q01500022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #655150, AP #652150, JP #657150

Special Order OnlySpecial Order Only
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Square Pad without 
Sheepskin Panels with 

Front & Rear Trim Only
SRP $150.00  •  Q01760022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655180, AP #652180, JP #657180

E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin Square Pads
Mattes Square Pads offer the same benefits of the half pad, but in a full-pad style. The sheepskin panels offer protection while the “bare,”  

or unlined flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg. The flaps are quilted with a layer of POLY-FLEX®,  
a material that absorbs energy and eliminates bounce. 

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 32

Free Mattes Logo upon request
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Light Flannel 
EuroFit Pad

SRP $100.00  •  Q01500022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR # 655031, AP # 652031
Only available in Black or White

EuroFit Pad with 
Bare Flaps

SRP $318.00  •  Q011580022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #654779, AP #651779, JP #656779

EuroFit Pad with Bare 
Flaps and Rear Trim 

SRP $348.00  •  Q011740022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #654789, AP #651789, JP #656789

EuroFit Quilt Only 
Correction Pad with 

Pockets for Shims
SRP $240.00  •  Q011200022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654450, AP #651450, JP #656450

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
EuroFit Quilt Only Pad

SRP $100.00  •  Q01500022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #654750, AP #651750, JP #656750

EuroFit Correction 
Pad with Pockets 

for Shims
SRP $400.00  •  Q012080022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654476, AP #651476

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

The EuroFit pattern offers a stylish line along the bottom edge of the pad (there is no change in the pad’s fit). The sheepskin 
panels offer protection under the saddle, while the “bare” (unlined) flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg. The flaps are 

quilted with a layer of POLY-FLEX® that absorbs energy and eliminates bounce. 
* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.

* Sizing chart on page 32

Special Order OnlySpecial Order Only

EuroFit Pad without 
Sheepskin Panels with 

Front & Rear Trim Only
SRP $150.00  •  Q01760022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654780, AP #651780, JP #656780

E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin EuroFit Pads

 #1 
by the 
Horse 

Journal
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Light Flannel 
Contoured Pad

SRP $100.00  •  Q01500022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR  #655030, AP #652030
Only available in Black or White

Contour Pad 
w/ Edge Trim & 

Bare Flaps
SRP $420.00   •  Q012160022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors:  WH, BK
DR #654173, AP #651173, JP #656173

Contour 
Correction Pad with 

Pockets for Shims 
with Bare Flaps

SRP $400.00  •  Q012080022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #654376,  AP#651376, JP #656376
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back) 

Contour Quilt 
Only Correction 

Pad with
 Pockets for 

Shims
SRP $240.00  •  Q011200022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors:  WH, BK
DR #654350, AP #651350,  JP #656350

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Hunter Pad with Bare Flaps
SRP $375.00  •  Q011900022  •  Item #651170 

Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18  •  Colors: WH

Special Order OnlySpecial Order Only

Special Order OnlySpecial Order Only

Correction Hunter 
Pad with Bare Flaps

SRP $460.00  •  Q012400022  •  Item #651171    
Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18  •  Colors: WH
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

 #1 
by the 
Horse 

Journal

E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin
Contour and Hunter Pads

Mattes Contour Pads have sheepskin panels under the saddle for protection, 
while the “bare,” or unlined flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg. 

*Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.

Contour Pad 
with Bare Flaps

SRP $318.00  •  Q011580022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #654179, AP #651179, JP #656179

Contour Quilt 
Only Pad

SRP $100.00  •  Q01500022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  
Colors: WH, BK

DR #654150,  AP #651150

Contour Pad 
with Rear Trim 
and Bare Flaps

SRP $425.00  •  Q012240022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #654188,  AP #651188
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Girth Fitting

***Combine with Mattes Quilt Only or Light Flannel pads for a 2-in-1 unit.

The Mattes PM System was developed in conjunction with Peter Menet, designer of Amerigo and Vega saddles. The PM 
System Half Pads have all the same features and benefits of the original Mattes Half Pads, but the billet straps are replaced by 
a button hole on each side that goes completely through the pad. This allows the billet straps of a Mattes Quilt-Only or Light 

Flannel Pad to be fed through the button hole, making two pads into one unit.
*Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.

PM Half Pad
SRP $256.00  •  Q011280022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654974, AP #651974

PM Half Pad with Rear Trim
SRP $284.00  •  Q011420022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654970, AP #651970

PM Correction Half Pad
SRP $356.00  •  Q011780022

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655281, AP #652281

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

PM Correction Half Pad  
with Rear Trim

SRP $375.00  •  Q011930022
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

DR #655278, AP #652278
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Girth fit is frequently overlooked in assessing proper tack fit.  When using a short girth, it should come to no more than four 
fingers below the flap.  This provides stability, as well as removes buckles and forms away from the horses elbow.  Girth shapes 

should also be considered.  Please see the selection and uses of Mattes girths on pages 40 - 42.

Cause SolutionPossible 
Consequence 

E.A. Mattes PM Half Pads
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Why a variety of girths?
There is more to saddle fitting than assessing the horse’s topline. The saddle position in relation to the natural girth position, 

length of withers, and the alignment of withers, shoulders, and elbows all have an effect on the saddle. E. A. Mattes has 
revolutionary girth shapes that address and correct the various issues that arise from certain conformation types.

Asymmetric Girth
Designed for horses with conformation of shoulder, elbow, and girth 

position line up, causing no room for the girth which frequently results 
in rubs and galling with a normal shaped girth. Anatomically shaped 

extra deep at the elbow for relief from any pressure.

Athletico Girth
Created to accommodate a horse with a saddle position that is quite far 
back and a barrel that causes the girth to slide back. The design allows 
the girth to stay comfortably in the correct position, rather than sliding 

back causing the saddle to slide back with it.

Contoured Girth 
Made for the horse with correct and uncomplicated 

conformation allowing for the girth to sit in the natural 
position without interfering with the elbow. 

Crescent Girth 
For horses with a combination of a short back and sprung rib cage 

causing girths to slide forward into the elbow. The crescent girth shape 
keeps the girth from being pushed forward and gives room for the 

elbows, and helps eliminate galling.

saddle position 

saddle position 

saddle position 

saddle position 

girth position directly 
behind the elbow, 
shoulder almost 

directly over elbow

girth position

girth position

forward girth 
position and 
large rib cage

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girths
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Asymmetric Long Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $360.00  •  Q011840022  •  Item #853075
Sizes 50”, 52”  •  Colors:  BRBR
Anatomically correct  shape is contoured extra deep at the elbows with 
a wide centerpiece to provide extra comfort for the horses.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girths provide superior protection against rubbing, galling, and overall discomfort.  The natural properties of 
sheepskin, including heat dissemination, breathability and the ability to reduce friction, make sheepskin the ideal girth material.  Great for 
active riders, the Mattes Detachable Girth makes caring for your girth easier than ever before.  Simply detach the sheepskin cover from 
the base girth for quick wash.  Option to purchase base girths and sheepskin covers separately allow even greater flexibility for using one 

girth on multiple horses. (Couture colors are special order, see page 28 for quilt and sheepskin options.) Wash with MELP, see page 44.
* Girth covers should be frequently washed with MELP to maintain the quality of the sheepskin.

* Base girths are not to be used without the cover.

Asymmetric Short Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  Item #853080
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30”  •  Colors: BKBK, BRBR   
Anatomically correct  shape is contoured extra deep at the elbows 
with a wide centerpiece to provide extra comfort for the horses.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Base Girth SRP $198.00  •  Q01990022  •  Item #853077  
Girth Cover SRP $215.00  •  Q011100022  •  Item #853076

Base Girth SRP $168.00  •  Q01850022  •  Item #853082  
Girth Cover SRP $188.00  •  Q01950022  •  Item #853081

Athletico Long Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $360.00  •  Q011840022  •  Item #853405
Sizes 52”, 54”, 56”  •  Colors: BRBR
Note: Due to shape, it is recommended to go up a size.
For the horse with everything tapering towards the rear, 
making the saddle slip backwards pulling the girth with it.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Athletico Short Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  Item #853410
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30”  •  Colors: BRBR, BKBK
For the horse with everything tapering towards the rear, 
making the saddle slip backwards pulling the girth with it.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Base Girth SRP $168.00  •  Q01850022  •  Item #853412  
Girth Cover SRP $188.00  •  Q01950022  •  Item #853411

Base Girth SRP $198.00  •  Q01990022  •  Item #853407  
Girth Cover SRP $215.00  •  Q011100022  •  Item #853406

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girths
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Crescent Long Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $360.00  •  Q011840022  •  Item #853390
Sizes 52”, 54”, 56”  •  Colors:  BRBR
Note: Due to shape, it is recommended to go up a size.
Horses with a narrow front and small girth position; rib cage that springs directly 
behind the elbow.  Usually short backed horses with little room for the girth.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Crescent Short Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  Item #853385
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30”  •  Colors: BKBK, BRBR 
Horses with a narrow front and small girth position; rib cage that springs directly 
behind the elbow.  Usually short backed horses with little room for the girth.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Base Girth SRP $168.00  •  Q01850022  •  Item #853387  
Girth Cover SRP $188.00  •  Q01950022  •  Item #853386

Base Girth SRP $198.00  •  Q01990022  •  Item #853392  
Girth Cover SRP $215.00  •  Q011100022  •  Item #853391

Contoured Long Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $360.00  •  Q011840022  •  Item #853395
Sizes 50”, 52”  •  Colors:  BRBR
Anatomically correct  shape is contoured to allow extra comfort for the horses.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Base Girth SRP $198.00  •  Q01990022  •  Item #853397  
Girth Cover SRP $215.00  •  Q011100022  •  Item #853396

Contoured Short Girth with Detachable Cover
SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  Item #853400
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30”  •  Colors: BKBK, BRBR
Anatomically correct  shape is contoured to allow extra comfort for the horses. 
Other sizes and colors by special order only

Base Girth SRP $168.00  •  Q01850022  •  Item #853402  
Girth Cover SRP $188.00  •  Q01950022  •  Item #853401

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girths
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E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Boots   
Item # Front Boot- 846001 
SRP $295.00  •  Q011660022

Item # Hind Boot- 846002  
SRP $295.00  •  Q011660022   

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
Phenomenal sheepskin boots designed by Peter Mattes and Klaus Balkenhol. 
Provides optimal protection and allows the joints to move freely. Sheepskin’s 
natural properties reduce friction and increase air flow to the horse’s legs. The 
sheepskin lining can be removed for easy washing with MELP. For sheepskin 

color options see page 28.

Girth Cover with Adjustable Flaps
Dressage - SRP $148.00  •  Q01740022  •  Item #850606  •  Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”  •  Colors: BKBK

*Other sizes and colors available by special order only.
Jump - SRP $164.00  •  Q01820022  •  Item #850604  •  Sizes: 48”-54”  •  Special order only

*Include measurement from beginning to beginning of buckle strap on core girth.
Provides an adjustable fit for a variety of girths.

Couture colors are available by special order. (See page 28 for color options.)

Girth Cover 
DR- SRP $122.00  •  Q01610022  •  Item #850605  •  Sizes: 28”  •  Colors: BK  -  *Other sizes and colors available by special order only.
JP- SRP $156.00  •  Q01780022  •  Item #850603  •  Sizes: 42”  •  Colors: NA  -  *Other sizes and colors available by special order only.

Amerigo Girth Cover
SRP $168.00  •  Q01840022  •  Item #853120  •  Sizes 24”-34”   •  Colors: BKBK

Designed specifically for the Amerigo Short Girth (See page 9)

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girth Covers

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Boots
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Liquid MELP®
Item #757090-25

SRP $14.00  •  Q0170022  •  250ML
Item #757090-50

SRP $22.00  •  Q01110022  •  500ML
MELP is a specially formulated  washing liquid designed  to care for and  extend the life of Mattes 
sheepskin products. It is highly concentrated and biodegradable. Wash in cold water, gentle cycle 

and then air dry.  

Why MELP?  MELP is formulated to protect your Mattes product by not only cleaning the wool, but by actually regreasing the 
hide which restores the elasticity and other properties of the wool and hide. While there are other gentle wool cleaners on 

the market, MELP is the only one specifically designed with the hide in mind. In order to maintain your satisfaction guarantee 
warranty for Mattes products, MELP must be used when washing.

Sheepskin Seat Saver
SRP $175.00  •  Q01930022  •  Item #657500  •  Colors: BK, BR, NA

Size: Universal.  For extra comfort in the saddle!  Elastic fasteners attach between the upper 
and lower saddle flaps to keep the Seat Saver in place. 

Sheepskin 
Insoles

SRP $24.00  •  Q01120022 
Item #250101 • Colors: NA

Sizes: S(Ladies 4-6),
M(Ladies 7-11),

L(Mens 8-11) 
Provides cushioning, 

insulation, and 
shock absorption.

Saddle Fix System
SRP $24.00  •  Q01120022  •  Item #658020

One clip attaches to the pommel of the saddle, one clip to the cantle keeping 
the pad in place under the saddle without leaving marks on the saddle. 

POLY-FLEX® Shims
SRP $14.00  •  Q0170022  •  DR #658240, AP #658040, JP #658440

POLY-FLEX® Shims are 5mm thick and designed to be layered in the Mattes Correction 
Pads.  POLY-FLEX® shims are very resilient and do not bottom out like foam or other 

materials.  A set includes two front and two rear shims. 

Curb Chain Cover
SRP $54.00  •  Q01270022

Item #759100  •  Colors: BK 
Provides cushioning and protection for the horse’s sentive jaw from curb chains.  

TreaT your FeeT!

E.A. Mattes MELP

E.A. Mattes Accessories
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Western Round Pad
with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard 

SRP $470.00  •  Q013250022
#659871

Western Square Pad
with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard 

SRP $470.00  •  Q013250022
#658871

Western Round  
Correction Pad

with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard 
SRP $540.00  •  Q013750022

#659576
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Western Square  
Correction Pad

with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard 
SRP $540.00  •  Q013750022

#658576
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

E.A. Mattes Western Pads

Sizes Stocked: Large
Colors Stocked: Brown Quilt with Natural Sheepskin

Sand Quilt with Honey Sheepskin
Green Quilt with Natural Sheepskin

Couture colors are available by special order. (See pages 28-29 for color options)

The Mattes Western Pad is excellent for horses that spend many hours working 
under saddle as the natural properties of the sheepskin absorb shock, and are 
highly breathable. The correction pads allow incremental changes for a precise 
fit with use of the Mattes POLY-FLEX® Shims.  The POLY-FLEX® Shims are 5mm 

which are designed to be layered as needed for precise, incremental fitting.  
Helpful when saddles are too wide, bridge, rock, or managing an asymmetry.

SPINEFREE® design means no contact or rubs in this sensitive area
No seams on highest grade sheepskin available

Absorbs energy and bounce
Ideal for pressure distribution

Airflow between the fibers equalizes temperature
The Correction pads have 3 pockets on each side

5mm POLY-FLEX® shims provide precise correction-not more or less than needed

Western Poly Flex shims
SRP $24.00  •  Q01120022

#658540-WS
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
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E.A. Mattes Western Cinches
There is more to saddle fitting than assessing the horse’s topline. The saddle position in relation to the natural girth position, 

length of withers, and the alignment of withers, shoulder, and elbows all have an effect on the saddle. E.A. Mattes has 
revolutionary girth shapes that address and correct the various issues that arise from certain conformation types.

SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  #854400
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”

Anatomically correct  shape is contoured to allow 
extra comfort for the horses.

SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  #854080
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”

Anatomically correct  shape is contoured extra deep at the elbows 
with a wide centerpiece to provide extra comfort for the horses.

SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  #854385
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”

Horses with a narrow front and small girth position; 
rib cage that springs directly behind the elbow. Usually 

short backed with little room for the girth.

SRP $320.00  •  Q011620022  •  #854410
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”

For the horse with everything tapering towards the rear, 
making the saddle slip backwards, pulling the girth with it.

saddle position 

girth position

Contoured Cinch

Asymmetric Cinch

Cresent Cinch

Athletico Cinch

Made for the horse with correct and uncomplicated 
conformation allowing for the girth to sit in the 

natural position without interfering with the elbow. 

Designed for horses with conformation of shoulder, elbow, and girth 
position line up, causing no room for the girth which frequently 

results in rubs and galling with a normal shaped girth. Anatomically 
shaped extra deep at the elbow for relief from any pressure.

For horses with a combination of a short back and sprung rib 
cage causing girths to slide forward into the elbow. The crescent 

girth shape keeps the girth from being pushed forward and 
gives room for the elbows, and helps eliminate galling.

Created to accommodate a horse with a saddle position that is quite far back and a 
barrel that causes the girth to slide back. The design allows the girth to stay comfortably 
in the correct position, rather than sliding back causing the saddle to slide back with it.

saddle position 

girth position directly 
behind the elbow, 
shoulder almost 

directly over elbow

saddle position 

forward girth 
position and 
large rib cage

Slim-line by special order only

saddle position 

girth position

* All Cinches: Colors stocked: Brown Quilt with Natural Sheepskin, Sand Quilt with Honey Sheepskin
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For 40 years, Sergio Grasso has artfully blended beautiful Italian design, craftsmanship, materials, and quality, with 
superior technology that performs consistently and dependably.  Passionate about their product, Sergio Grasso creates 

every boot to reflect the unique taste and personality of the person who wears it.  Yet, while each pair of boots is as 
individual as the rider who wears them, we are united in a quest for excellence, every day. 

With a perfect blend of tradition, fashion, technology, beautiful leather, and design 
that only comes from Italy, Sergio Grasso brings us a well-rounded selection of rid-
ing boots, paddock boots, half chaps, and more.  Please contact us for the full 

Sergio Grasso catalog and pricing information.

Since 1980

Now Stocking the Everyone Line
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Equilibrium Products
Making a difference to horses’ lives
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Tested to the limits, unsurpassed in quality and grounded in scientific research, the Equilibrium line of leg protection and 
therapy products have something to offer every discipline. Whether your horse is exposed to the rigors of the cross-country 

course or the precision of the dressage arena, you can trust Equilibrium to safeguard his most valuable assets.

When support, flexibility, and comfort are key, 
Stretch & Flex™ revolutionary  materials are 

the answer. Lightweight, high-tensile strength 
performance fabrics with ultra-thin polyester 

membrane and elasticity, make it ideal so 
movement can remain unhindered.  

Stretch & Flex™ products maintain consistent 
body heat, blood flow, and compression in 
the horse’s legs during all levels of activity. 

The materials allow excess body heat and 
perspiration to exit through the wraps at a 

controlled rate while standing. During exercise, 
the horse’s movement actively pumps excess 

heat and perspiration away from the leg.  Stretch 
& Flex™ keeps your horse’s leg temperature 
stable, and cooler legs are proven to be less 

prone to injury.

Size Cannon Width
Small (1) 18-20 cm
Medium (2) 20-22 cm
Large (3) 22-24 cm
Extra Large (4) 24-26 cm

“The Equilibrium Stretch and Flex wraps are fantastic for my dressage 
horses. They provide excellent support while my horses are showing 
off their expressive gaits. These wraps are very breathable and light 

weight yet still provide super protection, what a great combination!”       
    – Pierre St Jacques

International Dressage Rider

Note: These are NOT intended for horses who interfere; please look at our Allsports (page 54) or the Brushing Boots (page 55).

Stretch & Flex™ 
Flatwork Wraps

SRP $108.00  •  Q01540022  •  Item #430101  
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: BK, FN, WH  •  XS Special Order Only

• Soft and comfortable to wear
• Offers the support of an exercise bandage with the convenience of a boot
• Offers supreme levels of comfort while protecting against minor knocks and scrapes
• Breathable Stomatex helps regulate the skin temperature, so the hotter your horse 
the more breathable the wrap
• Extremely flexible so no restrictions are placed upon your horse’s movement
• Thick cushioned panels protect fetlock joints and splint bones
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Stretch & Flex™  
Training Wraps

SRP $130.00  •  Q01650022  •  Item #430102
Sizes: S, MN, M, L, XL  •  Colors: BK, FN, WH

• For when your horse needs extra protection and support
• Offers the support of an exercise bandage with the convenience of a boot
• Extremely flexible so no restrictions are placed upon your horse’s movement
• Breathable Stomatex helps to regulate the skin temperature 
• Fetlock strap offers additional support and helps to prevent dirt getting 
under the wrap, avoiding rubbing and irritation
• Thick cushioned panels protect fetlock joints and splint bones

Size Cannon Width
Small (1) 18-20 cm
Medium Narrow (2N) 18-20 cm
Medium (2) 20-22 cm
Large (3) 22-24 cm
Extra Large (4) 24-26 cm

Note: These are NOT intended for horses who interfere; please look at our Allsports (page 54) or the Brushing Boots (page 55).
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Why compromise on 
leg protection when 
you can have a boot 
that has it all?

tri-zone
®

The Tri-zone® brand is built on a core principle of zoned protection – unrivalled protection where it’s needed most.  
Tri-zone boots provide proven protection with the additional benefits of being lightweight, cool and flexible. 

There are many factors to weigh up when choosing a boot, such as 
breathability, flexibility, weight, and protection – BUT what if you could 
have all of those? 

Introducing the NEW Tri-Zone Impact Sports Boots - the ultimate in leg 
protection.

We’ve taken the original Impact Sports Boot and redesigned them using 
the latest research and technology, added a choice of colors, plus a range 
of sizes, so this all round boot can be used by anyone, for anything.

Superior tested protection levels make them suitable for high impact 
sports such as cross country, polo and racing. They are so comfortable to 
wear making them equally perfect for everyday riding. They are easy to 
wash and dry.

Tri-zone® Impact Boots 

Front Hind

The Ultimate Boot Test
Independently Tested in a Safety Laboratory

WEIGHT
Tested to be lightweight, even when wet! Heavy boots 
increase the effort the horse must make and increase the 
risk of injury caused by the early onset of fatigue.

PROTECTION
Tested for protection against concussion and penetration, 
applying the same force as if the horse was to hit a solid 
fence or obstacle or struck into itself.

BREATHABILITY
Tested for breathability to ensure heat is allowed to escape 
from the boot, as research indicates that high temperatures 
may result in damage to tendons.

FLEXIBILITY
Tested for flexibility to reduce restriction of the horses’ 
movement. Stiff or tight boots can affect performance due 
to altering stride characteristics and joint movement.

Breathable Multi-layered Composition

Armoured Front
Panel/Strike Guard

Armoured Tendon
Panel/Strike Guard

Armoured Front
Panel/Strike Guard

Armoured Brushing
Panel/Strike Guard
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Tri-zone® Impact Boots 

Suitable for everything from 4* Cross Country to everyday schooling and hacking

AVAILABLE IN 3 DIFFERENT COLORS

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES

Black, Blue, and White

Small - 14-15.2hh (large ponies, Arabs and Thoroughbreds, Thoroughbred crosses)
Medium - 15.3hh - 16.2hh (standard sized Thoroughbreds and Sports Horses)
Large - 16.3hh - 17.3hh (large Warmbloods, and Sports Horses)

Tri-zone® 
Impact Boots 

Fronts  •  SRP $135.00  •  Q01680022  •  Item #431202
Hinds  •  SRP $148.00  •  Q01740022  •  Item #431203
Sizes: Front : S, M, L  Hind: S, M, L  •  Colors: BK, BL, WH

TESTED
TO THE
LIMITS
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®

Tri-zone® Allsports 

SRP $120.00  •  Q01600022  •  Item #431100     
Sizes: XS, S, M, MW, L, XL  •  Colors: Black, White, Brown, Royal Blue, Teal

Extra Small available by special order only.

The perfect all-round boot – now in more colors and sizes! 

One of the most versatile boots on the market, the All Sports Boots are designed to be the 
perfect all-rounder; suitable for a wide range of disciplines from endurance and racing, to 
dressage, jumping, hacking, and ideal for turnout. 

With a soft and comfortable pillowed lining, the All Sports Boots are extremely lightweight; 
they even float on water! Featuring four layers for protection against concussion and 
penetration, while remaining breathable and flexible to prevent legs from overheating. They can 
be worn on front or hind as required.

All around protection, including an internal tendon guard.

Easy to wash and quick to dry, the Tri-Zone All Sports Boots are the ultimate multi-purpose boot.

TESTED

TO THE

LIMITS

Inside of the Allsports Boot

Black Brown Royal Blue Teal White
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Tri-zone® Brushing Boot

SRP $48.00  •  Q01240022  •  Item #431201     
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: BK  •  XS, S, XL are Special Order Only

The new Tri-Zone Brushing Boot is a great value, super-stylish boot, 
perfect to use every day for hacking, flatwork and schooling.

  •  Made from high quality neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit
  •  1 year guarantee
  •  Durable PVC strike pad
  •  Double or triple hook and loop straps for a secure fit.
  •  Easy to wash, easy to wear
  •  Can be worn on front or hind legs as required
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Stellar™ Head Collar
SRP $118.00  •  Q01590022  •  Item #435400     

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: Black, Brown, Navy

Safety shouldn’t be a choice horse owners need to make.  
With Stellar™, there is no compromise. 

As a piece of everyday equipment, we should be able to trust our horses’ head collars to be 
fit for purpose, but also to release in the situation of a serious incident.

Stellar™ has a specially designed headpiece with adjustable press-stud fasteners and 
keepers on both sides of the head collar. The headpiece releases when needed to prevent 
injury to the soft tissue and nerves on the face, poll and neck. 

This Patent Pending Safety Release System has been independently tested to provide 
measurable and consistent results - safety that horse owners can really rely on. Thorough 
testing in both laboratory conditions, as well as everyday practical situations, provides the 
necessary balance between safe handling and horse safety.

Stellar™ is a star performer in every way: 
  •  Tested to be safe
  •  Re-usable release system
  •  Great fit and adjustable
  •  Available in 5 sizes
  •  Durable and weather resistant 
  •  Long-lasting stainless steel fittings
  •  Comfortable padding at nose and poll 
  •  Smart leather-look with low maintenance
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EQUILIBRIUM Therapy®  
Massage Pad

Item #433104  •  Colors: GY
SRP $525.00  •  Q012950022  •  Large 70cm x 30cm

SRP $575.00  •  Q013100022  •  Extra Large 80cm x 42cm

A lightweight and portable massage pad, which works by stimulating the muscles on the 
horse’s back by pulsing, vibration and stroking actions.

• Clinically proven to improve back flexibility and promote relaxation  
• Shaped to follow the contours of the horse’s back, provides coverage from withers to 
quarters
• Battery operated 30-minute sessions
• Three different, easily adjustable programs that allow you to choose the intensity of the 
massage
• Perfect before exercise as part of warm up and after exercise to help with toxin removal
• Can be used to help alleviate back problems or anytime as a rewarding treatment
• Fits a wide range of horses and ponies
• Easy to fit, clean & store with a modern & practical sports holdall
• New high performance battery & universal charger*
• 2 year product warranty
* The new Equilibrium Therapy Silver Battery will work with the older style Equilibrium 
Therapy Massage Pad (black or navy in color), however it can only be charged using the NEW 
Equilibrium Therapy International Charger. 

Replacement Charger for Pad & Mitt  •  SRP $45.00  •   Q0154021  •  Item #433106-CH 
Replacement Battery for Pad & Mitt  •  SRP $62.00  •   Q0154021  •   Item #433105-RB

As reviewed in Horse Journal
“We really liked the Equilibrium Massage Pad . . . we could feel it working 

deep on the tissues, and we felt horses responded well to it.”

Woodge Fulton

Equilibrium Therapy

Our horses love their time under the Equilibrium massage pad. 
They are noticeably more relaxed in their work after use. Best 

of all, the system is light weight and easy to use, even the most 
sensitive horses enjoy the treatment! 

– David Ziegler & Woodge Fulton, FMF Equestrian
“

“

Woodge Fulton and David Ziegler
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Equilibrium Therapy

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® Massage Mitt

SRP $238.00  •  Q011200022  •  Item #433107
Size: One Size  •  Colors: GY

The quick, effective and easy to use Equilibrium Therapy Massage Mitt helps to promote relaxation,  
improve flexibility and improve muscle condition. For use on muscle groups in the back, neck, 
quarters and hamstrings.
• Battery operated 10-minute sessions in 3 intensities
• Stimulates muscles by pulsing, vibration and stroking actions
• Perfect before exercise as part of warm up and after exercise to help with toxin removal
• Can be used to help alleviate back problems or anytime as a rewarding treatment
• Lightweight & portable
• Easy to use, clean & store with a modern & practical sports holdall
• New high performance battery & universal charger*
• 2 year product warranty 
* The new Equilibrium Therapy Silver Battery will NOT work with the older style Equilibrium 
Therapy Massage Mitt (navy in color).

Equilibrium Therapy®
Equilibrium Therapy® offers a range of magnetic products 

that facilitate healing and promote wellness for your horse. 

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® 
Heated Massage Mitt

SRP $260.00  •  Q011300022  •  Item #433107-HEAT
Size: One Size  •  Colors: GY

• All the qualities noted above with the added benefit of heat.
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SRP $125.00   •   Q01900022
Item #433103  •  Size: S, M, L

Colors: GY 

• Soft magnetic stable chaps designed to help relieve stiffness, reduce 
filling and promote faster healing in horse’s legs. Hardwearing, lightweight 
and breathable. Redesigned for the optimal fit, now in 3 sizes. 

• Contains 4 high-grade Vitaflex® magnets in pillow packs which can be 
positioned exactly where needed. Very easy to wash & store. Comes with a 
modern & practical sports holdall. Now with 2 year warranty.

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® 
Magnetic Chaps

Additional Magnets Sold Separately
Long Magnet (9”)  •  SRP $56.00  •  Q01380022

Item #433100-LNG
Short Magnet (4”)  •  SRP $56.00  •  Q01380022

Item #433100-SHRT

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® 
Magnetic Rug

SRP $495.00  •  Q012600022 
Item #433108-RUG  •  Sizes: 5’6” - 7’  •  Colors: GY

• Magnets where you want them in this smart magnetic rug designed to support 
mobility, aid joint function and maintain a healthy horse.
• Target anywhere you want with moveable magnets
• Ideal for ridden horses, veterans, those on box rest/standing in for long periods of time.
• Fits easily into your routine – use it before/after exercise or even overnight!
• The comfortable design contains anti-rub lining at the chest and point of shoulder, and 
a detachable neck.
• Contains 6 powerful and large VITAflex(r) magnets (25cm each)
• One year product guarantee

Do not apply Vitaflex® magnets on open wounds, bruises, areas of inflammation, or for the 
first 5 days following steroid injections.

Equilibrium                  Therapy
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SRP $135.00   •   Q01940022
Item #433109
Color: Grey
Sizes: Medium, Large

• The New Equilibrium Therapy Hind & Hock Magnetic Chaps are soft magnetic 
stable chaps, specifically designed to help horses suffering from stiffness and 
arthritis, particularly in the hock joint. 
• Ergonomically shaped to fit horses’ hind legs 
• Allows Vitaflex® magnets to be placed directly at the lowest part of the hock 
joint, the common location for hock arthritis.
• Providing cover from hock to heel, the Hind & Hock Magnetic Chaps are ideal 
for horses that suffer with arthritis of the hock, or are prone to fluid filled legs 
in the stable, tendon problems, splints, navicular, bone chips, and general 
knocks, bumps, and scars. 
• The magnetic chaps contain 4 clinical grade, VITAflex® magnets in pillow 
pouches which adhere to the lining of the chaps, allowing positioning of the 
magnets exactly where required.  
• Suitable for use in the stable overnight or through the day. 

SRP $30.00   •   Q012000022
Item #433000-HCT
Sizes: One Size

New Hot & Cold Therapy Packs, which attach anywhere in the lining of the 
Equilibrium Therapy Magnetic Back Pad, Magnetic Chaps and Hind & Hock 
Magnetic Chaps – allowing you to target exactly where your horse needs it. 

• Use Cold Therapy for strains, sprains, bumps, bruises and post exercise. 
• Use Hot Therapy for relaxation, muscle spasm, joint stiffness and to warm up 
prior to exercise.
• Use Combined Therapy for muscle tension or discomfort.

Contains 2 x Hot/Cold Packs and Pouches.

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® 
Magnetic Hock Boot

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy®  
Re-Usable Hot & Cold Packs
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® Net Relief®
Net Relief®

SRP $68.00  •   Q01340022  
Item #434101  •  Sizes: Black: Pony, Cob/Horse, Oversize 
Brown and White: Cob/Horse ONLY    

• Improved 79% of head shaking sufferers in clinical trials
• Contoured mesh fits closely over the horse’s muzzle
• Places no restriction on breathing or type of bit used
• Easily attaches to the noseband
• Comes with three nets
• Unobtrusive way to help your horse concentrate on the task at hand
• Net Relief® is allowed in USEF Dressage and Eventing competitions.  Check current competition rules.

SRP $76.00   •   Q01380022
Item #434100-F8   •   Color: Black   •   Size: Cob/Horse ONLY

• Horse Nose Net for Figure-8 Bridles to help relieve the systems of head shaking
• Improved 79% of head shaking sufferers in clinical trials
• Contoured mesh fits closely over the top half of the muzzle and is shaped to fit the cross over shape of 
the figure-8 noseband 
• Once in place, it is unobtrusive, allows saliva to escape from the mouth freely and does not interfere 
with the horse’s breathing 
• Can remain in place once it is attached
• Net Relief is allowed in USEF Dressage and Eventing competitions.  Check current competition rules.

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® 
Net Relief® for Figure-8

SRP $76.00   •   Q01380022
Item #434100-M   •   Color: Black   •   Size: Cob/Horse ONLY

• Horse Nose Net for Micklem® Bridles to help relieve the systems of head shaking
• Improved 79% of head shaking sufferers in clinical trials
• Contoured mesh net fits closely over the top half of the muzzle and is shaped to fit the unique shape of 
the Micklem Bridle noseband
• Once in place , it is unobtrusive, allows saliva to escape from the mouth freely and does not interfere 
with the horse’s breathing
• Micklem® is a registered trademark of Horseware Products, Ltd.
• Net Relief is allowed in USEF Dressage and Eventing competitions.  Check current competition rules.

EQUILIBRIUM Therapy® 
Net Relief® for Micklem®

® Net Relief®

® Net Relief®



CM INCHES LISTED AS
60 23 5/8  24
65 25 5/8  26
70 27 5/8  28
75 29 1/2  30
80 31 1/2  32
115 45 1/4  46
120 47 1/4  48
125 49 1/4  50

Amerigo Conversion Chart
CM INCHES LISTED AS
130 51 1/4  52
135 53 3/16  54
140 55 3/16  56
145 57 1/2  58
150 59 1/16  60
155 61  62
160 63  64
165 65  66
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Placing An Order
To order by phone, call Monday through Thursday between 8:30am to 5:00pm EST, Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm EST.  

Call toll free 888-637-8463 or 540-264-0154 or fax 540-264-0155. 
To order by e-mail, contact us at: sales@worldequestrianbrands.com

Terms
Net 30 Days, COD, or Credit Card.  A service charge of 1.5% will be charged on past due accounts. All accounts with invoices later than 20 days will be placed 
on credit hold until all overdue invoices and penalty fees are paid. Any account exceeding 60 days will automatically be credit card or COD. Any account that 
is not making attempts to pay or return calls will be set up on collection. Any fees or expenses incurred with collection will be added to the balance owing. 

All checks returned to World Equestrian Brands for Non Sufficient Funds will incur a $15 penalty fee.  

Shipments
Standard carrier is UPS. Specific routing instructions should be given when your order is placed. 

All drop ship orders are subject to a fee of $7.50. 
Claims for errors in shipping must be made within 10 days of receipt of merchandise. 

Orders
All new accounts will require a minimum opening order.

Back Order
Items temporarily out of stock will be placed on back order and shipped when available unless otherwise notified. 

Pricing
All prices are subject to change without notice. We cannot guarantee published prices. We will do our best to keep you up to date on all current price 

changes. 

Returns
World Equestrian Brands products are sold with satisfaction guaranteed. We offer a 30-day grace period for size exchanges on stock items. Please note: you 
must contact us prior to returning qualifying items, items cannot have been used, and tags must still be attached. 20% restocking fee. Please note that we 
can not offer refunds on custom products, special order products, or any product purchased from the Outlet. Products are non-returnable unless there is a 

warranty issue. In this case, please contact us at: 888-637-8463 for a Return Authorization, clarification of warranty, or any other questions/issues. Customer 
is responsible for returning the product safely and securely to World Equestrian Brands.

WORLD EQUESTRIAN BRANDS 

888-637-8463
WorldEquestrianBrands.com



World Equestrian brands,LLC

230 west 22nd Street (Po Box 1025)
Buena Vista, VA  24416
888-637-8463 
Local: 540-264-0154 fax: 540-264-0155 
WorldEquestrianBrands.com
info@WorldEquestrianBrands.com
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Allie Knowles, International Eventer


